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The Most Awesome Fire Truck You’ve Ever Seen! 
 
The Menlo Park Fire Protection District up-dated, up-graded and up-staffed its new “Quintuple” combination Fire  
Engine/Aerial, strategically located at is Fire Station 77 at 1467 Chilco Street in the Belle Haven area of Menlo Park located on  
the edge of the M2 Commercial Zone and directly next door to Facebooks new building 21, which is under construction. 
 
During the day it looks like a pretty normal piece of fire equipment but the attached video clip shows that at night time it is  
nothing short of Awesome! With the latest in LED lighting technology the equipment compartments for the tools have a  
radiant white glow so you can easily find what you’re looking for and the aerial ladder uses colored LED ribbon lighting with  
it’s almost neon glow to allow firefighters to know where they are along its 107 foot length. The bottom section uses green  
lighting, the middle uses an amber/orange and the top section is a brilliant bright red, so even in dark, smoky conditions  
firefighters will be able to see the ladder rungs and safely climb up or help victims down the ladder and know where they are. 
 
Fire Chief Schapelhouman said “we are in an unbelievable period of innovation and change for our profession and this  
combination Engine/Aerial Truck with its ability to gracefully light up the night sky is nothing short of amazing. The first  
ladder truck I was assigned to, 37 years ago, had a small, single spot light at the tip of the ladder that barely put out any light  
and would disappear in smoke, which was a little unnerving, especially if you were up on the roof of a burning building and  
needed to know where your bailout point was. The Quint is like a carnival ride and you can’t miss it because it’s almost  
beautiful but is certainly unique and amazing!” 
 
On July 1, 2017, the Fire District officially put this new million dollar Pierce Ascendant combination Fire Engine and 107 foot  
Aerial “Quint” into service and added a fourth firefighter to the existing daily crew staffing. The ladder is needed to address  
taller buildings being built in both Menlo Park and East Palo Alto. From the 11 story Bohannon Gateway Hotel and Office  
complex to the new ultra-modern Facebook buildings or the newly proposed Facebook Willow Campus and other multi-story  
projects being proposed in the City of East Palo Alto.  
 
The Fire District is experiencing both a building boom and vertical transformation. Fire Station 77’s response area has  
become ground zero for explosive growth and significant change. The Fire District also provides fire and emergency services  
to the Town of Atherton, City of East Palo Alto and Unincorporated areas of San Mateo County as well as contract service to  
the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratories.  
 

Check out the YouTube link - https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=zsLXHRhDgXc 
 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=zsLXHRhDgXc

